CPR SIGNS AGREEMENT WITH CANADA’S
ARBITRATION PLACE FOR COLLABORATION
Agreement follows recent formation of CPR’s Canada Advisory Board
New York – December 6, 2017 – The International Institute for Conflict Prevention and
Resolution (CPR), a global non-profit organization that advances dispute prevention and
resolution practices and provides high quality solutions, announced that CPR and
Arbitration Place have signed a Memorandum of Understanding that sets a cooperation
framework between the two organizations.
Arbitration place is Canada’s premier venue for arbitrations, mediation or out-of-court
examinations. The agreement notably provides that the two organizations will collaborate
on the organization and promotion of future arbitration-related conferences and other
events in Canada and the rest of the world. Arbitration Place will provide its facilities
and services to CPR for the organization of CPR events in Toronto and Ottawa.
In addition, CPR will recommend Arbitration Place as a suitable hearing venue for CPR
arbitrations seated in Toronto or Ottawa and for arbitrations seated elsewhere for which
Toronto or Ottawa would be a suitable hearing venue.
Finally, CPR’s rules and other materials will be available at Arbitration Place’s facilities
in Toronto and Ottawa.
“CPR is pleased to be collaborating with this leading institution to promote arbitration,”
said Noah Hanft, President and CEO of CPR. “This agreement speeds the momentum of
CPR’s activities in Canada, following the recent announcement of our Canada Advisory
Board, and comes soon after CPR held its second highly successful annual Canada
Regional Meeting at Arbitration Place in Toronto in September 2017, focusing on
building enduring and successful joint ventures.”
About CPR: CPR is an independent nonprofit organization that has been helping global
businesses prevent and resolve commercial disputes effectively and efficiently for more
than 40 years. Our membership consists of top corporations and law firms, academic and
government institutions, and leading mediators and arbitrators around the world. CPR is
unique as: (1) a thought leader, driving a global dispute resolution culture; (2) a
developer of cutting-edge tools and resources, powered by the collective innovation of its
membership; and (3) an ADR provider offering innovative, practical arbitration rules,
mediation and other dispute resolution procedures, and neutrals worldwide. For more
information, please visit www.cpradr.org.

About Arbitration Place: Arbitration Place operates Canada’s premier, fullyintegrated arbitration hearing centres, with facilities in Toronto and Ottawa. Featuring
a roster of internationally-renowned resident and member arbitrators, Arbitration Place
offers an ‘all-encompassing approach’, which includes state-of-the-art hearing and
breakout rooms, concierge-level administrative services, an on-site commercial
kitchen staffed by a team of chefs, and in-house legal counsel to act as a tribunal
secretary. Arbitration Place hosts an on-site court reporting service offering a full
portfolio of reporting, transcription, and videography services, staffed with personnel
that have the highest certification standards and years of experience handling arbitral
proceedings.

